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Trust 
is at the 
core of 
who we are



Trust
Trust is vital for the success of our company. Our customers trust that we  
deliver added value to their business and provide services that comply with 
our commitments. They trust that we represent their company to the best of 
our capabilities, performing complex and important administrative tasks on 
their behalf and applying our expertise to their business as if it were our own 
company.

As employees and representatives of Collectia, everyone, through their  
actions and choices, influences the trust that is shown to us. Therefore, our 
responsibility is to exhibit the highest ethical behaviour in everything we do.

To guarantee a high standard of our CCP throughout our organization, we 
expect and require all our employees and representatives to act consistently 
in accordance with the provisions of the CCP as well as local legislation,  
additional company rules, and policies.

This Code of Conduct Policy (CCP) outlines the principles that govern our  
behaviour and way of doing business in Collectia.

The objective of the CCP is to ensure and promote a sound business culture 
 in Collectia. It is about taking responsibility and ensuring a positive impact on 
our business, society, the environment, debtors, customers, employees, and  
investors. The CCP is intended to help us do the right thing in every situation.

This document will communicate our values as a company and show the 
“Collectia Way”. The way in which we do business across our offices in the  
Nordics and Germany.

Introduction



Investing in people
is the Collectia Way
At Collectia, we work based on 
a set of rules that guides us in how 
we run our business and helps our 
employees maintain ethical  
behaviour across all offices. We 
call this our Code of Conduct. In 
short, it means that we keep to 
what we promise and strive to be 
fair and create value in everything 
we do.

All employees and partners in 
Collectia are obliged to familia- 
rize themselves with and adhere 
to the guidelines described in our 
CCP and the values on which this 
is based. We adhere to the wor-
ding and spirit of the CCP and 
help others to do the same.

The CCP applies to me, and all  
the representatives of Collectia, 
including board, management,  
employees, and consultants of  
the organization.

As an employee in Collectia, you are 
responsible for following the internal 
rules and processes as well as re- 
gulations of the market in which we 
operate.

Our vision is to be known as the 
leading digital, efficient, and fair 
partner in the European debt  
collection industry.

This is only possible by following our 
CCP as well as providing excellent 
support and guidance to people we 
seek to help in difficult situations.

Especially our empathetic approach 
to how we work with debtors when 
helping them deal with their debts is 
key to our way of doing business.

Anders S. Rosenbeck
CEO



To be known as the 
leading digital, efficient, 
and fair partner in the 
European credit  
management industry.

To support a healthy economy by handling  
debt collection in a professional, respectful,  
and fair manner. We offer full transparency to 
our customers as well as to debtors, and we  
aspire to be frontrunners in digital development 
with all modern communication platforms as 
well as easy payment solutions.

Vision

Mission

Our purpose



Our values define 
who we are

At Collectia we work according to four core 
values that permeate our way of thinking 
and working in everyday life. Values are 
often something we just talk about, but at 
Collectia we live by them.



Core values

Respectful
We respect the individuals we help in their current situation. This applies to 
debtors who we advise on how to handle their bad debt, customers who rely 
on Collectia to help them collect their debt and our employees to whom  
Collectia provides a positive work environment built on trust, equality, and  
diversity.

Passionate
The employees of Collectia are dedicated and passionate. They devote  
themselves to their work and are enthusiastic. We want our customers to feel 
our commitment and therefore it is of great importance to train employees to 
develop the right attitude and approach.



Core values

Transparent
Being transparent makes it easier for employees, customers, and debtors  
to collaborate on shared objectives. At Collectia we also believe that  
transparency builds relationships, increases productivity, and creates  
trust among people.

Innovative
We evaluate our processes and systems continuously. We are curious to find 
new and better approaches, to think differently and to be at the forefront of 
new trends. It shows in the way we work with data and process digitalization, 
as well as our ongoing optimization efforts.



How we work
At Collectia we recover your money while focusing on a good debtor  
experience. We always approach debtors with respect and understanding 
towards their situation which is a core element in the way we train our  
employees. We strive to have an open and trustworthy dialog with debtors 
because it is fairer and because it promotes faster payments and maintains 
a good relationship between you and your debtors.

Our Team
Our collection department consists of debt advisors who help and advice your 
debtors to settle their debt while maintaining a good relationship between you 
and your debtors. 

Transparency
We provide online portals that give a complete overview of your cases,  
reporting and communication with Collectia. Furthermore, a platform is made 
available to your debtors, which allows them to pay their debts easily, request 
an instalment plan, and communicate with us.

Selecting the right customers
We value only to work with companies who have a market standard  
invoicing process, and always follow the law. We expect that our customers 
respond to all disputes from their debtors and that all individuals and  
companies are given a fair and professional treatment, before handing the 
cases over to us.

Jesper Winther,
CSO

Approach

“Technology, data and treating your 
customers fairly are the driving forces 
in Collectia”



The guiding principles behind Collectia’s Code of Conduct 

• We treat suppliers, colleagues, debtors and customers with the utmost 
 honesty and respect. 

• Diversity, equality, and inclusion are high on the agenda at Collectia. In  
2021 we changed the name of our HR department to People & Culture. 
Focusing on how Collectia has a people-oriented culture, where we invest  
in employee engagement and success to remain competitive. Also, we  
believe that inclusion is the key to unlocking a talent’s full potential. 

• We strive to treat all employees equally. 

• Inclusion makes it possible to enhance all the different value-giving sides  
of each employee, which makes us better partners to our customers and 
has, therefore, a direct impact on our business results. 

• We follow the most environmentally friendly approaches and seek to  
contribute positively to the areas in which our company is located. 

• We use our company resources and assets correctly and thoughtfully. 

• We make our business decisions and choices of suppliers based on  
qualifications and value - not for a personal or family reason.

• We refuse to use bribes or questionable payments and do not give or  
receive inappropriate gifts or free meals. 

• We take our role as data controller seriously. We comply with the General 
Data Protection Regulation and have implemented organizational,  
administrative, and technical measures to protect personal data. 

• We treat all data confidentially and in accordance with the law. 

• We comply with our legal obligations in all the countries in which we  
operate. 

• We follow correct rules for accounting and financial reporting, articles of
• association, and procedures. 

• We report unethical business practices, illegalities, and other violations of 
our CCP. 

• We take actions when we discover breaches or violations of our CCP.  

• We immediately report any hazardous working conditions, risks, damaged 
equipment, or accidents in the workplace.



Comply with the law
Compliance with the law is a funda-
mental element of our approach to 
conducting business. Compliance 
with the legal requirements in all the 
countries in which we operate is a 
guiding principle in this Code of Con-
duct and in Collectia’s working meth-
ods in all our business activities.

We do not promise more than we 
can deliver, and we deliver what we 
promise!
We have worked hard to achieve 
our reputation as a company that  
delivers expertise, value, and quality 
at the highest level, and that is one 
of the most important elements be-
hind our success. To maintain and 
improve the good reputation of the 
company, it is necessary that we 
have a trans-parent and honest  
attitude to the way we carry out our 
duties. We must present our products 
and services honestly, accurately,  
and truthfully when we market or 
work for Collectia.

Fair Competition
Collectia will always compete in 
a fair way to get new customers 
based on the benefits we can of-
fer through our services. When 
we discuss our competitors with  
others, we stick to the truth, and we 
are dis-creet. We also never enter into 
an anti-competitive agreement with 

competitors involving price agree-
ments or market sharing. We solely 
seek to obtain business information  
by appropriate means, and we  
respect the obligation of others to  
protect confidential information from 
current and former employers.

Respect in the workplace
We treat colleagues, and all those we 
contact with the utmost honesty and 
respect, and we value the diversity of 
Collectia’s culture.

Respect for human rights
We support internationally recog-
nized human rights and we do not 
accept forced labour or child workers 
in our business operations.

Discrimination
We are committed to provi- 
ding a work environment with equal  
opportunities where we do not  
tolerate discrimination based on race,  
colour, beliefs, religion, national  
affiliation, citizenship, sex, age,  
physical or mental disability,  
political beliefs, sexual orientation,  
marital status or family status,  
pregnancy, financial status, or other 
status protected by law.

Harassment
We do not tolerate harassment in 
the workplace neither on the sexual, 
ver-bal nor emotional level. We treat
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each other with respect, and we will 
not accept any behaviour that can 
be described as disrespectful, hostile, 
violent, intimidating or threatening. 
We refuse to accept or tolerate sex-
ual harassment, including unwanted  
sexual advances, solicitation of  
sexual services or inappropriate 
physical behaviour of a sexual  
nature.

Respectful and appropriate  
communication
No matter how we communicate 
(face to face, by phone, email, etc.), 
we are always polite and respectful.  
We also know that email is used  
commercially, and therefore we  
always maintain a respectful tone 
and avoid exaggerations, derogato-
ry language and other expressions 
that can be used out of context. We 
also do not use Collectia equipment 
to create, store or transmit material 
that others might find offensive.

Freedom of association
We appreciate the opportunity to 
have an open dialogue with our  
employees throughout the company, 
and we respect our employees’ right 
to freedom of association.

Community of values with our part-
ners and suppliers
We are committed to work with  
business partners and suppliers who

have a similar view of human rights, 
harassment, and discrimination in 
the workplace.

Workplace safety
We are committed to ensuring that 
Collectia is a safe and secure work-
place for everyone who visits and 
works in the house.

Collectia complies with all applicable 
health, safety and environmental  
legislation and related political  
considerations, and we aim to  
ensure that our employees have 
an appropriate standard in their  
physical environment, technological 
equipment, and office furniture.

We trust that everyone in Collectia 
works together to maintain a safe 
working environment by:

• Observing general safety precau-
tions when performing work.

• Participating in any evacuation 
and safety drills that may take 
place.

Ethical rules
We are all representatives of our 
company in front of everyone who 
deals with us, and to maintain our 
reputation as a credible provider of 
services, our actions must be above 
all criticism.



Fraud and theft
Fraud, which in a profession like 
ours, could mean forging accounts 
or identities to steal money or  
collect remuneration, and theft of 
either company assets or personal  
property in the workplace, is con- 
sidered a serious crime, and will be 
reported immediately and if there is 
basis for this: reported to the police.

Bribery
Bribery is when money or other  
valuables are given away or  
promised to be handed over to  
influence or corrupt another person’s 
behaviour. No employee of Collectia  
may offer, solicit, or accept a  
questionable payment, gift, or  
inappropriate entertainment in any 
circumstances
- even if our competitors use these 
methods or even if the bribe were 
to be considered of an acceptable 
nature under the local norm. We will 
also protect ourselves against the 
use of an outside third party, such 
as consultants or agents, with a  
purpose in mind that could be  
perceived as bribery. We will also not 
make any payments to government 
officials to speed up or prefer  
Collectia in any applications or  
selection processes. 

Gifts, free meals, and  
entertainment
As employees and representatives 
 of Collectia, we will not offer,  
solicit, or accept gifts, extravagant or  
inappropriate entertainment and 
free meals in relation to any external 
party.

Exceptions to this principle must be 
announced to and approved by a 
relevant member of the manage-
ment team.

If you have questions regarding how 
to deal with gifts, entertainment, and 
free meals, then you should contact 
your manager or People & Culture, 
who will be able to provide further 
guidance.

Political contributions
Collectia does not provide financial  
contributions or services to  
political parties or to persons who 
hold or seek to hold a political office.

Political contributions
We utilize the company’s resources 
and assets correctly and with care
and not for personal purposes. As 
an employee in and representative  
of Collectia, we have been  
entrusted with a range of tools and 
assets, which include computers,  
telephones, Internet access, email, 
voice mail, copiers, office supplies and 
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other equipment, which enables us 
to perform our duties on behalf of the 
company. We know that it is part of 
our job to take good care of things 
and ensure that they are used and 
stored efficiently and correctly.

We are also careful and cautious  
when it comes to using the  
company’s money, whether it is 
purchasing goods or arranging 
business trips, and we always make 
sure to comply with the relevant  
approval procedures before we make 
purchases or reimburse employees’ 
expenses.

Conflicts of interest
We make our business decisions and 
our choice of suppliers based on  
value and profit and not for personal 
or family reasons.

We make our business decisions 
with Collectia’s interests in mind, and 
we will not allow personal, family or 
 business relationships to influence - 
or appear to influence - the choices 
we make on behalf of the company. 
If we as employees believe that there 
is a risk that a conflict of interest may 
arise, we must actively and openly 
consult with our immediate manager 
or People & Culture about the concern 
to ensure complete trans-parency.

Confidential information
We process confidential and name 
protected / proprietary informa-
tion about debtors, customers, and  
employees carefully and securely. 
As an outsourcing service provider  
our core business is based on the 
efficient and careful processing 
of information about customers,  
debtors, our employees, or  
others who may have an interest in or  
relationship with our company. 
We recognize the need to protect  
personal privacy, and we are  
committed to comply with data 
protection legislation wherever we 
conduct business.

When working for Collectia, we 
may have access to confidential  
information about individuals. This 
information will be used only for 
the purpose for which it has been  
provided and never for any reason  
be passed on to a third party  
without legal basis or prior permission.

We may also have access to  
confidential information that is 
proprietary. Generally, confidential, 
and proprietary information is  
understood as non-publicly available 
information. This information may  
include the following (but is not 
limited to):



• Information on research and de-
velopment projects

• Trade secrets and procedures, 
technical methods, and applica-
tions

• Procedures and methods for man-
aging telecommunications net-
works

• Not publicly available information 
about products, service alliances 
and customers

• Confidential and proprietary i 
nformation of organizational and 
business nature

• Information that can be received 
from or about customers and  
potential customers

As an employee in and representative 
of Collectia, it is our responsibility 
to protect confidential and pro-  
prietary information from theft, 
disclosure, or inappropriate use. 
Confidential and proprietary infor-
mation must be kept in a safe place 
and our security and data protection 
procedures must be followed  
carefully. In addition, the confiden-
tial and proprietary information of 
our customers must also be carefully 
protected.

If your employment with Collectia  
terminates, you must return all  
documents, records and other  
information and everything that  
belongs to the company. Even after

leaving Collectia, you still have a 
continuing obligation to protect and 
not to use or disclose our customers’ 
confidential and proprietary infor- 
mation.

Communication with the  
government: accuracy and  
reporting of financial information 
We comply with the proper rules, 
regulations, and procedures regar- 
ding financial reporting.

Collectia must comply with strict  
accounting principles and standards  
to be able to present a complete 
and accurate financial statement 
and to be able to check the internal  
accounts and ensure that the finan- 
cial reporting complies with the 
law. As employees in and repre-
sentatives of Collectia, we must 
do everything we can to support 
the company’s efforts in this area.

The integrity of Collectia’s financial  
statements is crucial to the operation  
of Collectia’s business, and it is 
a key factor in maintaining the  
confidentiality and trust of our 
share-holders. We must ensure 
that all transactions are recorded  
correctly, classified, and summa-
rized in accordance with Collectia’s 
accounting policies. No employee  
may add or remove information  
in the Company’s accounting books 
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or records for the purpose of  
concealing, misleading or camou-
flaging the true nature of a financial 
or non-financial transaction or result.

Employees involved in accounting 
must always provide a complete, 
fair, accurate and comprehensible  
presentation on time in the form of 
reports and documents that Collectia  
submits or forwards to government 
institutions, the tax authorities, and 
other public bodies.

Reporting of a concern
We are all responsible for ensur-
ing our company’s reputation for 
good behaviour; therefore, we 
should all be aware of our duty to 
report matters of an ethical nature.

If you believe that Collectia’s Code of 
Conduct has been violated, or that 
it is likely to be, you should contact 
your manager or People & Culture  
immediately. You can do it ano- 
nymously if you like. If you want to  
report your case in another way, 
you can email pc@collectia.dk 
with details regarding the violation.  
Your report will be reviewed and  
forwarded to the appropriate person  
in the senior management, who  
will proceed with the case.

We will assess your concern to  
decide whether the case should be

forwarded in the system e.g., in 
the form of a management level  
investigation, internal audit, referral  
to the police or other authorities,  
an independent auditor or an  
independent investigation. We do 
not accept reprisals or threatening  
behaviour towards an employee who 
has made a report in good faith - 
even if it turns out to be unfounded. 
If you are considering reporting an  
ethical issue, make sure it is sincere 
and substantiated. An intentionally f 
alse report with malicious allega
-tions will be considered a serious  
offense.
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Project 
Going Green
The project aims to ensure that Collectia achieves its goal in an 
environmentally sound manner. From our point of view, taking a fi rm 
green standpoint provides both human and business value.

Lead the way As the main sponsor, we have launched the Net Zero 
project with Xplora and United Cities in Lebanon. A project with the 
distinct aim of helping locals improve their quality of life without
simultaneously generating a carbon footprint.

Reducing our CO2 footprint Paper consumption reduction, 
solar cells on the offi ce roof, encouraging the transition to EV’s by 
installing charging stations, waste sorting and establishing green 
KPIs are just a few of our initiatives to reduce our carbon footprint.

Adopting a new mindset To help the sustainability vision of 
Collectia the employees must adopt a ‘green’ mindset.
Employees are critical in identifying resourceful ways to create a 
sustainable workplace. Project transparency and training is key.



Collectia Group
Abildager 11
2605, Brøndby
Denmark

www.collectia.dk
info@collectia.dk
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